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have been unwise as matters turned out, but it was not
unnatural, because it had been a practice for many months.
Jovanovitch also doubtless realized that what he had to say
was of a very delicate and difficult character, and that it
would be far easier to say it to the cordial Bilinski than
the chilly and suspicious Berchtold. He also did not want
to give his communication a formal or official character; a
communication to his friend Bilinski would seem less
official than one to the Minister of Foreign Affairs. Bilinski,
who was not especially alarmed about conditions in Bosnia,
and was intending soon to make a trip there himself with
his wife,75 did not take Jovanovitch's communication very
seriously and probably did not mention it either to the
Emperor, to Franz Ferdinand, or to Berchtold70 The
repeated denials of the Austrian Foreign Office officials of
receiving any official warning from Serbia are therefore
wholly correct.
2. It is possible that Jovanovitch, as he himself alleges,
made his communication "on his own initiative." But it
is to be observed that in his earlier letter to Dr. Bogitche-
vitch he says nothing of this. Moreover, it seems strange
that he should take such an important step without author-
ization or instructions from the Serbian Minister of Foreign
Affairs. If he really acted on his own initiative in suggest-
ing that there was danger of the Archduke's being shot at
the maneuvers through the disloyalty of his own troops—
by the substitution of a ball-cartridge for a blank-cartridge
—why did he wait until the beginning of June? As the
trip had been announced in the papers in March—Jovano-
vitch himself says, "This was already fixed in March"—he
would have known of it for some two months. He would
have known as much concerning the general loyalty or
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